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Part 3  Visual communications 

Project 3 Reading visual communications 

 

Exercise 1: What does this apple mean? 

Image Caption/description - 
Signifier 

Signified 

 

Eve with Apple (by Edward 
Delaney), Irish Museum of 
Modern Art, Royal Hospital, 
Kilmainham, Dublin, Republic 
of Ireland, May 2011 

Temptation 

 

Still Life with Apples 
Paul Cézanne (French, 1839 - 
1906)1893 - 1894 
 

Bounteous nature; this is how 
I [Cezanne] see apples 
(colour, light, form) 

 

Still Life with a Skull, 1895-
1900, Cézanne 

Sins that lead to death 

 

Queen of Spain Fritillary, 
Apple, Mouse, and Creeping 
Forget-Me-Not 
Joris Hoefnagel, and Georg 
Bocskay1561 - 1562; 
illumination added 1591 - 1596 
Manuscript 

Science and nature / 
Knowledge 

 

Apple Harvest 
Camille Pissarro1888 

 

Bounteous harvest / gift of 
nature 
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Portrait with Apples 
Macke, August 1909 

 

Giving of gifts 

 

Disney: Evil stepmother offers 
Snow White a shiny red 
poisonous apple 

Temptation / evil 

 

The concept of love to the 
knowledge of the background 
of the characters school 
science forming the shape of 
the apple 
VOLODYMYR GRINKO 

Knowledge 

 

Apple-Love 
Kim, Byung Jin 2011 
 

Love 

 
 

 

Iduna with Apples of 
Immortality 
Ernst Alpers1867 
Albumen silver print 
Iduna, the Goddess, tended the tree 
on which the shining apples grew. 
None would grow on the tree unless 
she was there to tend it. No one but 
Iduna might pluck the shining apples. 
Each morning she plucked them and 
left them in her basket and every day 
the Gods and Goddesses came to her 
garden that they might eat the shining 
apples and so stay for ever young. 

 

Immortality 

http://www.123rf.com/profile_vladgrin
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Basket with Apples, Quinces 
and Pomegranates 

Juan de Zurbarán1643-1645 
 

Ripeness, fertility 

 

Basket with Fruit, c.1596 
Caravaggio 
Note the wormhole in the 
apple 

 

Life, death, decay 

 

The Big Apple New York 

 

‘An apple a day keeps the 
doctor a way’ 

Health 

 

Sir Isaac Newton 1642-1727 
TimeLife print 

 

Knowledge 

 

A certain well known tech 
company’s logo 

Knowledge – although this is 
not mentioned in the 
company’s own story of the 
evolution of the logo 
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Themes emerging / reflection 

Temptation, sin, evil; bounteous nature, harvest; knowledge, science; gifts; love; 

immortality; ripeness, fertility; life, death, decay; health; New York. 

From my list the dominant theme emerging appears to be knowledge (both in the 

historical and contemporary images). However, if I was to do a more detailed study 

of the apple in contemporary imagery I believe that health and fitness would be more 

dominant than it appears in my list.  

I am surprised at the number of different themes that emerged from this research 

and I expect that realisation was the point of the exercise. 

 

Exercise 2: Join the Navy 

First look carefully at the image below and describe its literal elements. What you 

can see.  

Sailor, fully clothed in white hat, navy shirt and trousers and brown shoes, intent 

expression, riding on the back of an orange torpedo as if on horseback, whip in 

hand. Water splashing. Text caption that says: Join the Navy | The service for 

fighting men.  

Implied meaning – decide whether intentional or unintentional 

Intentional: The Navy is the career choice for strong, courageous men, prepared to 

fight for their country using advanced naval technologies.  A life on the waves, in 

uniform doing service for your country. Men looking for excitement and risk and 

prepared to fight for their country should apply. 

Unintentional:  The navy is the place for men who like to have large phallic objects 

between their legs, are into sado masochism, like a good whipping and don’t mind 

getting their feet and clothes wet. It feels a little unfair to interpret a 1917 design 

through 21st Century eyes. 
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Now choose a different image to analyse 

 

What I see (denotation). The ad has recreated Leonardo Da Vinci’s Last Supper 

mural picturing Jesus at a final meal before being captured and crucified. Instead of 

sharing a frugal meal of bread and wine (the sacraments in Christian religion) with 

his apostles (one of whom, according to the Christian story, has betrayed him), the 

table is spread with playing cards, a roulette wheel, chips and various bits of 

gambling paraphernalia. It looks quite an animated social gathering. A written text 

says: “There’s a place for fun and games.” A box on the bottom right hand side 

attributes the advertisement to paddypower.com and adds the words: poker – casino 

– betting  - games. 

Implied meaning (connotation) – using irony the ad is trying to say that 

paddypower.com is the online place for fun and games for any one, any time 

anywhere. Possible but unlikely more subtle meaning: We’ll play fair and won’t 

betray you. 

Unintentional meaning – Jesus and his apostles would have gambled with 

paddypower.com if they had a half a chance and it would have been a hell of a lot 

more fun than a last supper of bread and wine and betrayal. 

The company was forced to pull the billboard posters following a large volume of 

complaints but not before it had gained lots of publicity of course… which makes me 

think, on reflection, that the unintentional meaning was in fact the intentional 

meaning bringing an interesting layer of complexity to this exercise.  
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How does the implied meaning reflect my own values? 

I do not hold religious beliefs and I don’t find this advertisement offensive as many 

people did. However, had I been the art director, I don’t believe I would have run with 

it because it is not humorous or clever enough to compensate for the rather obvious 

risk of offence.  But, as mentioned above the aim very likely was to get it noticed by 

causing controversy. 

Ask someone else to take a look at the image you’ve chosen 

My husband David’s response [without seeing what I had written]. 

What is the ad saying? Based obviously on the Last Supper. The host is 

generally being ignored. Looks like Mary Magdalene is there but is chatting up 

other guys. It’s being videoed. The message is gambling is better than 

religion. 

Do you find it offensive? I don’t find it offensive. I enjoyed the Life of Brian. I 

found humour in it but other people might find it insulting.  

Interesting to note that David picked up on things I missed; Mary Magdalene being 

chatted up (being a Catholic and a bloke may account for this) and the modern video 

in the corner. He interpreted the advert quite differently to me. Our view about the 

potential for humour to mitigate offence is similar.  

Quite a fascinating exercise and a useful reminder that we all see and interpret 

things differently depending on the context of our own lives, education and beliefs. 

 


